
Errata

JUNE 1987

Atenveldt

Alfred Jensen of Mo. Name correction from Alfred Jenson of Mo and device. Argent, a pile bendwise
throughout gules between a cross formy fitched at the foot and a hawk’s head erased sable.

In registering his name and device, the name was listed on the LoAR as Alfred Jenson of Mo. This was
a typo on the LoAR.

MARCH 2002

Atlantia

Gwen Wulf. Name change from Wolfhild of Glyndebourne.
Listed on the LoAR as a new name, kingdom failed to note that this was actually a name change.
Her old name, Wolfhild of Glyndebourne, is released.

SEPTEMBER 2004

Meridies

Zebeeba al-Kharqaa. Device change. Argent, a crescent pendant, a decrescent and an increscent one and two,
in base two barrulets wavy couped sable.

Listed on the LoAR as a new device, this was actually a device change. Her previous device, Purpure,
two bars wavy argent overall a mermaid proper crined and maintaining a trident inverted bendwise Or,
registered October 2001, is retained as a badge.

MARCH 2010

Middle

Ana Linch de Yuebanc. Device change. Azure, two needles in saltire threaded with the same thread between
three round buckles argent.

Listed on the LoAR as a new device, this was actually a device change. Her previous device, Purpure,
two threaded needles in saltire threaded with the same thread argent, a bordure argent semy of
shamrocks vert, registered October 1997, is released.
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SEPTEMBER 2010

Drachenwald

Þora Sumarliðadóttir. Device change. Vert, a fret and in base a fishhook argent.
Listed on the LoAR as a new device, this was actually a device change. Her previous device, Vert, a
greyhound statant contourny and in chief three Thor’s hammers Or, registered June 1994, is retained as
a badge.

DECEMBER 2010

Middle

Perygen Northhymber. Reblazon of device. Sable, an otter sejant erect reguardant maintaining a felling-axe
argent hafted proper.

When the device was reblazoned, the LoAR incorrectly referenced the name as Perygen Northymber.
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